
Oregon School Garden Summit
Notes from Moving Food from Garden to Cafeteria, with Rick Sherman

There are 498 school gardens in Oregon, and they are all documented and mapped on the 
ODE website. Resource for finding others near you.

First steps for working to get produce from school gardens into cafeteria:
Develop a relationship with the Food Service Director (FSD)
Invite school board staff to your school garden, show them smiling kids in garden
Make friends with principal and facilities staff

Often it is perceived as something that will be a lot of extra work. We have to 
demonstrate otherwise.
Respect how busy school cafeteria staff are already, and all the regulations they have to 
deal with. Also acknowledge their expertise as professional food service people. They 
have a lot of useful knowledge about food safety.

Establish regular meetins with FSD, Principal, Facilities staff- this allows room to 
address issues before, or at least when, they arrive, and deal with them.

Address what to do in the off-season. Will you focus only on winter crops/gardening 
during the school year? Make sure garden in summer doesn’t become an eyesore if left 
unmanaged. Ideas: use black plastic, cardboard or other mulch to cover beds when not in 
production. This also keeps weeds at bay so it’s easier to deal with when you return. Or 
consider a Garden Club where parents and students rotate and share responsibility to care 
for garden (weed and water) over the summer months.

Make school gardens an inviting place to be. Attractive gardens generate support.

Often there is a large amount of perceived risk and responsibility. Rick provided us all 
with the School Garden Food Safety Training and Documentation Manual. It’s also 
available for free download. Utilize this to minimize risk and reassure staff and board that 
you are following a proper protocol, not only for handling but also for documentation. 
Keep records for the current plus three years.

In Oregon there is no law about “minimally processed foods” such as fresh produce, 
as far as whether it comes from the school garden or from Sysco, or other recognized 
distributors. Some FSDs say produce must come from a distributor, but if you can prove 
that you follow and document the same handling procedures you may be able to convince 
them. It’s all about proper handling.

Panel Discussion:
Question about how to keep a garden going in the summer:
Work with highschool to develop a proficiency-based elective credit for garden 
maintenance
Summer school class



Staff of kids to maintain
Establish garden club with parents to share work load
Day camp/summer camp/garden camp

Question about honey as a regulated food item:
It does not fall under “minimally processed” category with produce. Consult local health 
department

Question about what to do if you don’t have a commercial kitchen at the school:
Do tasting tables
Have Home Ec class right before lunch, share samples of their cooking project
Send surplus crops home with the kids
Browse fresh produce in the garden

Question about menu creation utilizing food from the school garden:
Depends a lot on staff and students
Communication. Communication. Communication. Talk with kitchen staff, what produce 
can they use, how is it easiest for them to receive it?
Plan ahead. Let them know what to expect
Develop a regular delivery day
Schedule harvest to coordinate with kitchen schedule. Work with them, know when the 
kitchen is busy, and when they have time to receive something extra

Question about what communication systems have been most effective between kitchen 
and garden coordinator:
Send out email at least a week ahead of time

Question about washing stations:
Work with your cafeteria staff for safe food handling practices. They are trained 
professionals and a resource of knowledge.
Wash produce in running water

Question about eating straight from the garden:
Have a water station to wash or at lest rinse veggies at site
Let kids wash it themselves. Risk comes from washing/preparing food for consumption 
by others
Rinse in running water

Question on how to get produce clean enough for the cafeteria to accept it:
Double or triple wash
Use a salad spinner
Develop a relationship with them
Communicate
Ask how they would like to receive produce and when
Also consider ways to keep veggies clean from the start:



Grow through black plastic mulch, or cardboard or straw to prevent mud splash-back 
from rain and watering
Grow in cold frames
When washing use salt in the first rinse, it pulls all the bugs off, and then second and 
third rinse will get salt off the produce

Note: get your food handlers card! It is easy and quick to do, available online, costs $10, 
and gives you another level of credibility.

Question about how to know what to plant when, for Harvest Planning:
Use OSU extension resources
Reference local/regional growing guides
Talk to other school gardens nearby, or old-time gardeners in your area
Also when planning garden and harvest talk to cafeteria about what they want. What is 
easy to serve? What do the kids eat? What can they add to the salad bar without needing 
much prep work?

Question about what schools are doing it consistently with success:
Portland Public Schools
Lebanon
Eugene

Ideas: Talk to your local media. Get publicity for school gardens! Local newspaper and 
television- they won’t know it’s happening unless you tell them. Then other schools will 
see and be inspired!

Question about food preservation in schools- freezing, canning, drying-
Talk to school staff
Have someone from Extension teach a class


